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This content analysis evaluates artistic and poetic documentations of marginalia as 
information forms, using library and archival marginalia collections as a point of 
comparison. My research question is: What information does art and poetry document 
about marginalia that libraries and archives do not, and vice versa? I completed a 
qualitative analysis on a sample of online library and archive marginalia collections to 
build a code of themes which I used to complete a quantitative analysis of a sample of 
marginalia art and poetry, followed by a final qualitative analysis of the marginalia art 
and poetry. I intend this study to expand the concept of what forms of information have 
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Storytellers have relied on poetry for centuries to recount and educate generations 
about the history of their culture; artists have relied on paintings, tapestries, frescos, 
sculptures, etc. to accomplish the same. Artistic creations are a tool of memory 
preservation and communication akin to archival and library repositories. However, each 
form of memory collection does not preserve and communicate the same information. 
The development of archival practice and library categorization privileges certain types 
of information above others, while artistic forms preserve knowledge and ideas that are 
not communicable in archival and library formats. 
Special collection libraries and archives represent information about the 
marginalia of, primarily, elite individuals and marginalia of historical significance. 
Repositories set less value on the everyday marginalia scribbled in used books or library 
books, despite the fact that the everyday marginalia of the past, such as early-modern 
women’s annotations, are valuable because they were so scarcely preserved. One format 
of memory preservation that potentially restores information about everyday, non-elite 
marginalia are artistic and poetic representations of marginalia. The specific genre of 
marginalia art and poetry uses the annotations, markings, scribbles, drawings, etc. of 
others as a medium to create new meaning and to reflect on the deeper importance of 
marginalia itself. Marginalia artists and poets represent annotations of elite marginalists 
and historical annotations in their work, but also, far more frequently than libraries and 
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archives collect it, represent the everyday variety of marginalia discovered in 
circulated library books and used books. This content analysis aims to evaluate artistic 
and poetic representations of marginalia in relation to archives’ and libraries’ 
representation of marginalia in order to draw attention to art and poetry as a parallel form 





The Value of Marginalia: Why Should We Collect It?  
 Marginalia are visible traces of reading. Notes or images scribbled in the margins 
of a text allow access to the thoughts of past readers, emphasizing a text as a living, 
breathing document. Marginalia empower the reader to talk back to the author, to 
themselves, and to other readers. Markings in the margins of a book can exponentially 
increase or decrease the value of the volume depending on the creator of the annotations, 
a famous, “elite” individual or an anonymous, “everyday” marginalist, respectively. 
Archivists and rare book collectors well know the priceless insight which the marginalia 
of authors and similar notable individuals afford to the researcher or enthusiast about the 
mind of the marginalist. The distinguishable treatment of “elite” marginalia versus “non-
elite” marginalia exposes a double standard concerning who has the opportunities to 
create marginalia, whereby the thoughts of everyday readers are implicitly deemed 
unimportant. While often treated as a nuisance, or even vandalism in libraries, the 
marginalia adorning everyday used books or library books are valuable for insight into 
social history and the culture of reading which such markings portray.  
Scholarly Use: Authors and Literature 
Archives and special collections libraries vouch for the scholarly value of 
marginalia, housing collections of the marginalia of famous individuals and marginalia 
found within historic volumes. Literary studies prize the marginalia collections of authors 
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and poets for the unique insight which annotations provide to the inner life of an 
individual. Marginalia are distinct from other written resources like letters or manuscripts 
as “marginalia are more trustworthy, because they must be written either in one's own 
books, in which case there is no reason to lie, or in books that are not one's own, in which 
case anonymity makes lying equally pointless” (Jackson, 1992, p. 221). For example, a 
scholar of the prolific marginalist Herman Melville explains that: 
The marginalia of great writers have always been highly valued not only 
because they are rare but because they often clarify what eludes us in 
manuscripts, letters, or biographical recollections… These markings and 
annotations are the record of an intimate dialogue between [Herman 
Melville] and the great writers. And because these marginalia were for his 
own use, they provide an unusually clear and direct view of his thinking. 
What one prepares for others to read is usually quite different from the notes 
one makes for oneself. (Cowen, 1978, p. 279) 
Archival marginalia collections also contain examples of markings that are simply 
exciting, funny, or beautiful, which suit library display cases when trying to engage users 
in collections and are good subject matter for popular articles, on medieval marginal 
doodles for example (Burgess, 2017). The beauty of a writers’ prose and poetry extends 
beyond the published page to the private margin and “pushing up the price of used books 
is the least of it. Writers have provided leadership over the years both by continuing, 
consistently, to write in their books through the dark ages of suppression, and by 
developing the art of the marginal note. We admire the brilliance of the great adepts; they 
raise the bar for the rest of us” (Jackson, 2018, p. 7). The scholarly use of the marginalia 
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of famous, “elite” individuals is already commonly agreed upon and requires no 
further defence (Mako, 2017, p. 66). However, the scholarly use of marginalia created by 
“non-elite,” everyday readers are not as eagerly collected by archival institutions or even 
encouraged to exist by librarians, despite their value to the study of social and book 
history.  
Scholarly Use: The History of Reading and Book History 
The study of “everyday” marginalia strengthens our understanding of how people 
read and use books. Of course, visible marks of one's thoughts provide a window into the 
process of the reader but additionally, the act of annotating while reading in and of itself 
creates a unique reading experience, distinguishable from reading without a pencil in 
hand. Writing one's ideas and responses alongside an author’s text empowers and 
legitimizes the critical presence of the reader. H. J. Jackson writes that “marginalia are 
conventionally responsive, personal (though anonymous), critical (in the sense of 
evaluative), and economical. They respond to an antecedent text; they express the 
separate (usually contrary) views of the marginalist, and thereby assert a separate 
personality; they make a critical appraisal of the original statement; and they must do it 
economically because of the physical constraints of margins. They are profoundly self-
indulgent” (1992, p. 219). As writing marginalia applies a radical slant to reading, so 
does reading the marginalia of others. While reading is regularly an isolated activity, 
marginalia create the opportunity for “reader-to-reader communication” (Fajkovic et al., 
2004, p. 904). Whether creating annotations or reading those created by another reader, 
marginalia are characterized by “the attitude of defiance in which they are often 
produced… In allowing our attention to stray from the text to the notes, we become 
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accessories in a seditious act, a crude challenge to the authority of the original 
writer” (Jackson, 1992, 218). Encountering the writing of a previous reader is a jarring 
experience, which is why consumers of used books most often avoid marked copies. 
Leah Price writes that “fellow readers can avoid one another (like those public library 
users who wanted their books disinfected) or even compete for space—sometimes quite 
literally for room in the margin. Where the virgin page vehicles a meeting of minds 
between author and reader, an already-annotated book forces each reader to recognize 
himself as only one of a series” (Price, 2012, p. 259). As reading the annotations of 
another reader expands the experience of reading a text beyond one’s isolated self, 
studying the “everyday” marginalia of readers of the past and present expands our 
understanding of reading history and the history of the book. Through the other, we 
understand ourselves. For example “the marked-up books of Renaissance readers have 
much to teach us not only about the uses of books in the past but also about attitudes 
toward books where the past meets the present” (Sherman, 2008, p. 151). Preserving such 
examples of “non-elite” marginalia is necessary to preserve knowledge of how people 
read, as “for all its interest in marginalia and marginalized persons, the history of books is 
centrally about ourselves. It asks not only how past readers have made meaning (and 
therefore, by extension, how others have read differently from us); but also, closer to 
home, where the conditions of possibility for our own reading came from. Self-
referentiality generates self-knowledge” (Price, 2012, p. 37). As such examples from the 
past are commonly preserved and prized, contemporary examples should be similarly 
valued and collected, despite the attitudes of intolerance toward everyday annotations in 
used books and library books.  
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Marginalia: Book Use or Book Abuse? Tool or Transgression? 
The introduction to the online marginalia collection at the University of 
Cambridge’s Whipple Library concludes with: “Fascinating and insightful as these 
examples of marginalia are, the Librarians urge you not to try this at home” (“Marginalia 
in the Whipple Collections”). Despite acknowledging the value of marginalia, and 
celebrating markings created by elite individuals of the past, the capital “L” Librarians 
forbid the contemporary creation of marginalia. The disclaimer epitomizes the paradox 
between the treatment of historical marginalia and “the modern-day variety” wherein “if 
[an annotated book] is in a library, that book has been defaced. Yet when we find a 
similarly treated book in special collections, frequently our hearts thrill at such exuberant 
evidence of use by often unknown former readers” (Nichols, 2018, p. 702). Marking the 
margins of books has not always been a transgression. Price explains that while “valued 
earlier in the century as proof that reading involved strenuous production rather than idle 
consumption, [marginalia] was embargoed by the new public libraries, which saw 
readers’ hands as wandering, dirty, or even capable of spreading disease” (Price, 2012, p. 
198). To briefly outline the perception of marginalia throughout Western history:  
In the Middle Ages, [annotating] was a legitimate and desirable way for 
scholars to comment on the subject, thus interacting with the text and 
(therefore) with other readers as well. In the sixteenth century, marginalia 
shortly appeared even as printed comments alongside the primary text, 
offering dogmatic instructions on how to understand the text properly – and 
in the eighteenth century marginalia were considered a part of literature 
culture as ‘explicitly a means of communication’... However, in the 
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perspective of the nineteenth century public libraries, marginalia 
became nothing more than destruction of library property. (Fajkovic et al., 
2014, p. 903) 
Public libraries played a huge role in transforming marginalia from a desirable interaction 
with a text into vandalism. William Sherman (2008) pinpoints the dilemma that: 
The cult of the clean book is strongly associated with the growth of 
institutional libraries. The efforts of librarians to keep their books in good 
shape are understandable, and their desire to preserve our textual heritage 
for those who come after us is admirable. But the current obsession with 
cleanliness poses some difficult questions about the role of libraries in the 
empowerment of readers. Lending libraries undoubtedly helped to spread 
literacy and learning to new groups of readers, and in turning marginalia 
from a tool to a transgression they also deprived those readers of one of 
their most powerful methods for conversing with authors and other readers. 
(p. 157) 
It is no coincidence that societies expected and encouraged marginalia in eras when only 
the elite had access to books to write in. During times of high literacy and access to 
books, marginalia are no longer acceptable, indicating that the thoughts of the average 
reader are not valuable. The liberty to write in a book was, and still is, a “privilege of 
ownership” and historically “most forms of note-making were not merely tolerated but 
valued” to the extent that “some books were printed to be written in. Catalogues issued 
by auction houses and booksellers promoted books with notes, especially but not only 
when the notes were by famous scholars or celebrities: ‘enriched by MS. marginal notes’ 
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is the standard phrase” (Jackson, 2005, p. 58). The perception of everyday 
marginalia as a nuisance or transgression places its preserved existence in a tenuous 
position. While samples of such annotations are less likely to be carefully collected than 
their elite counterparts by archives and libraries, the question of other avenues of 
collection and celebration arises for everyday marginalia. 
Marginalia Collections: How Do We Document Marginalia?  
For their value to scholarly use within literary studies and book history, archives 
and libraries collect and catalog examples of marginalia, primarily of known elite 
individuals or anonymous ancient readers. Most commonly, archivists and librarians 
document important marginalia which exists in volumes that are already in the collection. 
Recently, compiling disparate records of marginalia into digital collections has become 
an important method to increase access and awareness of marginalia as a resource (“The 
Archeology of Reading”; “Annotated Books Online”). Collections are organized by 
marginalia representing a particular era or by the marginalia of a specific individual. The 
goal of the Walt Whitman Archive, for example, is:  
To gather Walt Whitman’s annotations and marginalia into one digital 
space. These documents eventually will be published online at The Walt 
Whitman Archive. This project, the first systematic effort to locate and 
display Whitman’s marginalia, has involved finding, scanning, and 
encoding archival documents from repositories across the United States. We 
have ended up with a heterogeneous set of documents that show a great deal 
about Whitman’s reading and annotating practices. (Gray, 2013, p. 468) 
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Such archival projects often rely on the volunteer participation of special 
collection libraries to identify and submit examples of marginalia from their own 
collections or calling on any person to volunteer to create digital transcriptions of 
digitized marginalia (“LUNA: Folger Manuscripts Transcription Collection”).  
Another common method of collating records of marginalia into an accessible, 
organized resource is within publications. Such publications most often include images or 
transcriptions, or both, of marginalia as well as information about the repository location 
of the original annotation (Jackson, 2001, p. 263). Some versions, including a publication 
of Herman Melville’s marginalia in his copies of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s works, are 
merely a “list” which:  
Will enable readers to mark up their copies of either the edition Melville 
used or the Centenary Edition without the necessity of obtaining 
photocopies of the original or of the typescript facsimile… Each entry 
contains the inclusive page and line numbers of the words or sentences 
marked by Melville in his edition of Hawthorne, followed by a description 
and location of the marginalia (both markings and annotations), followed, 
where appropriate, by the corresponding volume, page, and line number in 
the Centenary Edition. (Cowen, 1978, p. 280) 
Rather than omitting photocopies and facsimiles of the original marginalia, other 
publications aim to convey as much detail and description of the experience of reading 
the original marginalia as possible. For example, in her published collection of marginalia 
of readers of the Romantic era, H. J. Jackson (2005) writes that, “since most of the 
materials of this study—the marginalia themselves—existed only in an unpublished 
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manuscript form, my first goal has been simply to exhibit them, to describe and 
quote from them in a way that may recreate for my readers the experience of direct 
contact, and as far as possible to let the voluble readers of the Romantic age speak for 
themselves” (p. xiii).  
Because of public libraries’ tense relationship with marginalia, little effort exists 
on their behalf to preserve or celebrate annotations discovered in public library books. 
Jackson attempts to make a case for public libraries embracing library marginalia, 
explaining that:  
Booksellers and the library workers who order, catalogue, and circulate 
books are in the front lines. I encourage them to be alert to the potential of 
annotated books, and to consider what might be done to accommodate them 
and make them more visible. Far from disparaging or concealing or erasing 
marginalia, booksellers used to make a point of mentioning readers’ notes 
even when they were by unknown hands, and that could happen again. Who 
is to say that there would not be a market for annotated books, even 
anonymously annotated books, if only buyers were offered them? (Jackson, 
2001, p. 260). 
While public libraries’ full embrace of marginalia is probably a long shot, recent 
availability of digital annotation tools, which supplement formats like e-books, provide 
the opportunity for non-permanent marginalia in library resources (Wagstaff, 2012, p. 10) 
and perhaps in future will lead to libraries showcasing examples of such annotations.  
Many other formats remain, other than archival and library records and scholarly 
publications, which can preserve information about, make accessible, and celebrate 
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marginalia. Artists and poets who utilize the marginalia of others as a medium 
for expression create works which preserve information about marginalia which archival 
or scholarly resources have not recorded or cannot record due to the constraints of 
archival documentation. As library and information science scholarship embraces formats 
including oral storytelling and cultural rituals as valuable methods of information 
preservation and communication, art and poetry could be invaluable resources for 
information about marginalia, particularly the “everyday” marginalia underrepresented in 
archives and libraries.  
The Artist as a Collector: How Does Art and Poetry Preserve Information? 
Marginalia art and poetry uses the annotations of others, including transcriptions 
or images of the marginalia, to create new artistic meaning. The format does not preserve 
information in the same way as an archival record but preserves information which is 
often not preserved by any other method, or even destroyed in the case of library book 
marginalia. Additionally, marginalia art and poetry evokes information that archival 
records do not or cannot preserve about the social, political, or emotional context of 
marginalia. Fundamentally, Kathy Michelle Carbone (2017) explains that “artists engage 
with all sorts of archives: they interrogate the archive as a trope for what is remembered 
or forgotten in society… They make ‘historical’ information, often lost or displaced, 
physically present” (p. 101). Not all forms of memory preservation and communication 
occur within archives or libraries and “some of what a society considers part of its 
memory may not fit within those documentary boundaries” (Millar, 2017, p. 34). For 
example, “folk tales and songs, etchings on cave walls, rituals, family stories and other 
cultural creations are used to shape memories into narratives, transferring information 
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and knowledge from the individual to the collective” (Millar, 2017, p. 34) and 
“images and songs served as triggers for the memory to enable people to recollect past 
events” (Van Campen, 2014, p. 36). Marginalia art and poetry preserves images and 
transcriptions of marginalia but also provokes new meaning and information about the 
marginalia for subsequent readers. In her study of the culture of medieval memory, Mary 
Carruthers (1992) describes how “words and numbers, punctuation marks, and blotches 
of color” and “music” preserve and cue memories, stating that “we can manipulate such 
information in ways that make it possible to bring it together or separate it in a variety of 
ways, to collate, classify, compose, and sort it in order to create new ideas or deconstruct 
old ones (p. 21). Carruthers expands the impact of art as a form of information 
preservation further, articulating its ability to remain alive and contemporaneous.  
While the prevalent concept of information within archives and libraries is static, 
lifeless, and of the past, Carruthers and Van Campen touch upon the idea that information 
preserved and communicated through rituals and artforms is alive, iterative, and of the 
present. The intersection of art and archives intensifies our understanding of archives’ 
connection to the present and “has given rise to a rich body of art practices, works and 
experiences that activate the archives and connect the past with the present” (Carbone, 
2017, pp. 100-101). Writing about Chinook canoe culture revitalization, Jon D. Daehnke 
explicitly distinguishes static heritage and “reciprocal heritage.” Daehnke (2019) 
describes that “a more typical approach to heritage within Western or colonial contexts 
tends to focus on preservation and conservation of material objects from the past, and 
their categorization, documentation, and archiving—a static form of heritage as managed 
bureaucracy. The type of reciprocal heritage that is apparent in canoe resurgence, 
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however, is one that is lived and enacted” (p. 66). The concept of living 
heritage and memory has long existed amongst poetry, famously within Shakespeare’s 
sonnets which explicitly seek to immortalize their subject. Aaron Kunin (2009) writes 
that “unlike the mission statement for an institution such as a museum or library that 
would maintain artifacts in their present condition, these poems propose an intervention 
more radical than creation or transformation, one that would protect the young man from 
time and death” (p. 98). The artistic and poetic rendition of information fills a role which 
archival versions of the same information cannot. The archival biographical records or 
papers of the “youth” of Shakespeare’s sonnets would be invaluable if they existed, and 
yet the archival information would not encompass the sonnet’s living meaning which 
readers across centuries transform and propagate. Amanda Watson (2007) dwells on the 
question of:  
How do we keep people in mind when they cease to present in front of us, 
when we can no longer see or hear or touch them? How can we stop their 
features from fading? Photographs and drawings are static; individual 
memories blur; verbal descriptions fall short of the absent person’s sharply 
particular presence. Shakespeare’s sonnets return to and turn on the question 
of how to retain the memory of something as changeable, time-bound, and 
mortal as a beloved face. (p. 343) 
Art and poetry is one answer to Watson’s question, as a medium capable of articulating 
experiences, feelings, and knowledge which an archival or library record cannot, such as 
experiences and feelings regarding marginalia.  
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Specifically, art and poetry can preserve “traditions and customs'' 
(Cuicci, 2012, p. 598), physical experience, family history, the experience of a homeland 
(Odueme, 2019, pp. 152-152), and so on. Converting art into an archive-friendly record 
can sabotage the original meaning of a work. Whitney E. Laemmli describes the process 
of New York’s Dance Notation Bureau in the twentieth century to create a standard for 
capturing dance in text form. Laemmli (2017) writes that, “unless recorded on paper, 
dance appeared unreal. Only when recorded, standardized, and abstracted could it be 
understood, catalogued, and controlled... The outcome, however, was steeped in irony: in 
seeking to preserve a corporeal art, the DNB promoted a new understanding of dance, in 
which the physical body played an attenuated role” (p. 24). Converting the artfrom to a 
formatted record stripped dance of crucial information and “as art became science and 
dance became data, the meaning of dancers’ thinking, feeling, sweating bodies became 
increasingly uncertain” (p. 4). Independent of archives or libraries, art functions as a 
collection and preserver of information and memory, prominently in situations where 
archival formats of information have harmed and taken agency away from a group of 
people. In her paper about the necessity of art and poetry for understanding and exploring 
Native American identity, Elizabeth Archuleta (2005) explains that “rather than trace her 
ancestry through abstract and meaningless numbers on charts, Iyall-Santos garners from 
the dress several ways to determine identity. One method she uses comes from the 
geometric patterns laid out in beads her grandmother has stitched on to the dress” (p. 10). 
Art as a record of information carries connotations of disruption to power hierarchies and 
restoration of agency. In the case of marginalia art and poetry, preserving and making 
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visible commonplace annotations heightens their importance and the value of 
the thoughts of everyday readers.  
As creating and reading marginalia is itself a subversive, self-asserting act, 
legitimizing art and poetry as a method of information preservation and communication 
alongside archives and libraries subverts traditional Western ideals of information 
records. Institutional collections and records of marginalia focus on the marginalia of 
elite annotators while the annotations of everyday readers in libraries are deemed 
vandalism. Turning to artistic and poetic representations of marginalia is one method of 




Research Questions and Hypotheses 
This study aims to explore artistic and poetic works which contain marginalia as 
documentations of marginalia, using online library and archival marginalia collections as 
comparative examples of marginalia documentation. This study also aims to understand 
what information about marginalia artistic and poetic works capture that library and 
archival documentation do not. Generally, I aim to bolster a shift in thinking about library 
and archival studies by pushing at the boundaries of what forms archival information can 
take. To achieve this purpose, I will explore the following questions: 
• What information does art and poetry document about marginalia that libraries 
and archives do not, and vice versa?  
• To what extent can we perceive art and poetry containing marginalia as 
documentations of marginalia? 
• More broadly, can we expand the concept of what an library or archival 
collection is? Is the format of archives restricted to the traditional forms we 
think of, or can we incorporate other processed forms of information and 
documentation as “archival,” such as artistic and poetic works, and what are 
the benefits to doing so? 
For the purposes of this study, I define “marginalia art and poetry” as artistic and 
poetic works which use already-existing marginalia as a medium to create artistic or 
poetic meaning. I define “marginalia '' as notes, comments, drawings, and symbols 
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handwritten or printed in the margins of textual materials, namely books and 
manuscripts. I define “everyday marginalia” as contemporary markings in used books 
and library books in circulation, rarely given academic or institutional value and often 
treated as a transgression. “Marginalia documentation” and “marginalia description” will 
be defined as information relating to the content, context, physicality, authorship, 
creation, appearance, or history of a piece of marginalia. I define “online library and 
archive marginalia collections” as collections of marginalia created by libraries or 
archives which can be accessed and viewed online which primarily consist of digitized 
marginalia of a widely-acknowledged prolific “marginalist” or the marginalia of a 








For this study, I conducted a three-part content analysis, beginning with a 
qualitative content analysis of online library and archive marginalia collections to prepare 
a codebook for a comparative quantitative content analysis of marginalia art and poetry 
materials. I then conducted another qualitative content analysis of the marginalia art and 
poetry materials to account for new codes which did not appear in the library and archive 
marginalia collections. This was the most appropriate form of research for this study 
because I wished to inductively build a code of documented information which I then 
used to quantitatively analyze marginalia art and poetry. The comparison of codes 
represented in each type of documentation highlight how artistic forms can document 
information about marginalia akin to institutional records or emphasize information about 
marginalia that institutional records do not. The qualitative analysis of the art and poetry 
highlights the information about marginalia it uniquely documents. Marginalia 
collections and the artistic and poetic works utilizing marginalia are already-existing 
documents through which I wish to investigate the “what” question of what type of 
information is included in documentation and description of marginalia. 
Positionality / Researcher Role 
As the singular researcher for this study, I collected online library and archive 
marginalia collections and works of marginalia art and poetry, used quantitative inductive 
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coding for the former to build a code necessary to quantitatively analyze the 
latter, and compare the analyses of each type of “collection.” 
In terms of my positionality, I first became interested in marginalia studies as an 
undergraduate student studying English literature which gives me a literary slant on my 
perception of marginalia. For example, my go-to marginalia collections are those of 
renowned authors and I already have an investment in the value of poetry. I have worked 
as an archival processing assistant and have an understanding of what type of information 
is documented about materials in an archival setting. 
Sample and Data Collection Methods 
        For this research study I examined two distinct populations—online library 
and archive marginalia collections and marginalia art and poetry, as defined by myself 
above. My sample from the online library and archive marginalia collections are 
randomly “pulled” pages for specific documents within the collection. For the marginalia 
art and poetry, my sample is the entirety of each work. 
I used purposive sampling for representativeness and typical cases to pull from 
the population of online library and archive marginalia collections and marginalia art and 
poetry. I analyzed 10 online library and archive marginalia collections and 10 works of 
marginalia art and poetry. Within each library and archive online marginalia collection, I 
used a random number generator to randomly pull the pages of 10 individual documents. 
I analyzed the whole of each artistic and poetic work. I pulled online library and archive 
marginalia collections through my research of marginalia scholarship and noting which 
collections are the most referenced and which well-known “marginalists’” collections are 
available online. Some examples of these types of collections are the marginalia 
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collections of Walt Whitman, Herman Melville, and Hannah Arendt. I found 
examples of marginalia art and poetry also through references in marginalia scholarship 
and by searching museum websites and publishers’ websites for works which fit my 
specific criteria of “marginalia art and poetry,” as defined above. The limitation of this 
purposive sampling method is the narrow view of what constitutes “representativeness” 
and being an “archival” collection, i.e. the view of academic scholarship. However, this 
limitation is justified here because I specifically wished to generate a sample of online 
marginalia collections which are already considered traditionally archival in an academic 
context. The sampling of marginalia art and poetry is limited by my own narrow 
definition of what constitutes such works, but as there is no pre-existing compiled list or 
other resource for finding marginalia art and poetry, I relied on my own interpretation of 
what constitutes these works. 
Data Analysis Methods 
The data analysis method for this study combined three steps of (1) quantitative 
content analysis for the online library and archival marginalia collections, (2) quantitative 
content analysis for the marginalia art and poetry, and (3) qualitative content analysis for 
the marginalia art and poetry. The qualitative analysis for the online library and archive 
marginalia collections was completed with the purpose of generating codes and themes 
from the data which I then applied in the quantitative content analysis of the marginalia 
art and poetry. The qualitative analysis of the marginalia art and poetry was completed 
with the purpose of accounting for new codes only represented in the artistic and poetic 
works, not in the institutional online marginalia collections. 
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For the qualitative content analysis of the library and archive online 
marginalia collections, I built a codebook of themes relating to the descriptive 
information contained in each collection record. This descriptive information included 
general forms of information, such as the texture of the paper the marginalia appear on, 
the context and time frame the marginalia were created in, the content of the marginalia, 
the implement the marginalia were written with, and so on. I did not analyze the content 
of the marginalia themselves but the broad content of the descriptive information which 
frames it. Furthermore, I specifically did not rely on any pre-existing guidelines for 
description, such as DACS, as to move out of the strictly academic and traditionally 
archival context and generate a more general code of themes for the descriptive 
information that appears in each record. Situating my understanding of archival 
description within institutionalized standards of description would have made it hard to 
see the wood through the trees; rather, I wanted to attempt to distance myself from that 
mindset and perceive the general concept of what these collections’ description entails. 
As I analyzed each collection record, I built up a codebook of themes of descriptive 
elements in an Excel sheet, keeping track of which page each code was found in. As I 
built the codebook, I did not record the number of times each theme appeared, just the 
manifestation of the theme itself. Once the codebook was complete, I retroactively 
counted the number of collections each theme appeared in, in preparation for the 
comparative step of analysis.  
I then applied the resulting code of themes to the quantitative content analysis of 
the marginalia art and poetry works. As I went through each artistic or poetic work, I 
again kept track of the descriptive information about the original marginalia, as defined in 
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the themes of my code, but this time I noted the number of times each code 
appears. I compared this data with the data for the library and archive online marginalia 
collections to evaluate what type of information about marginalia each form 
communicated. 
I lastly conducted the qualitative analysis of the marginalia art and poetry to 
account for new codes which emerged only in the marginalia art and poetry sample. The 
subject matter for my analysis includes the content matter of the work itself and also any 
accompanying artist statements, exhibit descriptions, introductions, and so on. 
This three-part content analysis was the most appropriate procedure for answering 
my research question and understanding to what extent we can perceive marginalia art 
and poetry as records of marginalia. The comparison of the general descriptive 
information present in each sample set provides the opportunity to consider which 
descriptive elements overlap between each sample set and which elements the different 
information forms tend to emphasize. This in turn provides an opportunity to examine, 
and expand, our frame of understanding of what description and preservation is and to 
consider what information artistic and poetic representations of marginalia communicate 
that institutional representations do not. Broadly, this expands acceptance in library 
archives fields for “non-traditional” descriptive or preservative formats as “archival,” 







Research Quality and Ethical Considerations 
To ensure the trustworthiness, particularly the credibility, of this research study, I 
am transparent in regards to my positionality and relationship to my research topic. I 
included “raw data” examples with my findings and analysis, namely screenshots of the 
collection pages and artistic and poetic works I analyzed. Additionally, I relied on peer 
debriefing, primarily from my advisor, to review my methodology and analysis choices. 
To ensure dependability, I am transparent about the trajectory of my research, including 
how my methodology design changes over the course of the research and any problems 
or barriers which arose. To ensure confirmability, I kept notes on the progress of my 
research in the form of a researcher journal, including all drafts of codes and analysis 
attempts, so that my progress of thought can be tracked between initial stages and my 
conclusions.  
Since I analyzed already-created collections and already-published and exhibited 
works which are publicly available, I did not encounter ethical threats to this research 
study. There is the possibility of codifying a theme within the subject matter which was 
not intended by the artist or poet, but this is mitigated by the mere fact that displaying 




Impacts and Limitations  
Broadly, this study falls within a trend of pushing the boundaries of thinking 
about what types of information libraries and archives omit from documentations of the 
world.  Potential stakeholders are those in the library science and archives field who are 
interested in questions about the concept of the library and archive and how to expand 
those ideas. Other stakeholders are creators of information forms, such as oral tradition, 
dance, art, ritual, storytelling, and so on, which have been traditionally undervalued by 
institutional libraries and archives.  
In regards to marginalia studies, I intend this study to draw attention to the 
informational value of everyday marginalia, akin to the value of historical marginalia and 
the marginalia of elite individuals. A large portion of the artistic and poetic works I 
analyzed center on marginalia created by anonymous, everyday readers, such as in used 
books or library books. Alongside expanding the concept of what forms of preserved 
information has value in library and archives fields, this study also extends the value 
given to information within institutional libraries and archives to information found 
within other informational forms. By increasing attention to marginalia art and poetry as 
tools of collection and preservation, this study increases attention to the marginalia of 
common people, often found within marginalia art and poetry, as valuable special 
collections and archival materials.  
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One limitation to this content analysis is the lack of exploration of 
“why” marginalia art and poetry exists, i.e. the artistic philosophies which underly them, 
in favor of answering the question of “what” information they preserve. In addition, the 
fact that the coding for this study was completed only by myself limits the scope of what 
might be included in the codebook. One necessary delimitation I chose was to limit my 
materials to those that can be accessed or ordered online. Due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, I limited my physical interactions as much as possible. Possible extension 
projects that could emerge from this study would be similar comparisons between 
libraries’ and archives’ description of a type of material and artistic and poetic 









Findings and Analysis 
Qualitative Analysis of Library and Archive Online Marginalia Collections 
 I began with inductively creating a codebook (see Appendix C) by qualitatively 
analyzing my sample of ten library and archive online marginalia collections. Only after 
the codebook was complete, I retroactively counted how many collections each theme 
appeared in, in order to compare the library and archive marginalia collections with the 
marginalia art and poetry sample in the comparative step of analysis. The sample of 
library and archive marginalia collections were not uniform in the information they 
documented about marginalia. The sampled collections documented the content of the 
marginalia with an image of the original marginalia only, a combination of an image of 
the original marginalia and a transcription of it (see Figure 1 and 3), or a transcription of 
the marginalia only (see Figure 2). The annotations tended to be those of elite individuals 
and of historical significance, though everyday marginalia also appeared. The resources 
included digitizations of an entire volume, including all pages regardless of whether or 
not they contained annotations, or selected images of only pages with annotations. The 
collections documented the marginalia of known annotators and anonymous marginalia.  





Information about the anchor text of the marginalia, i.e. the text which the 
annotator was responding to, varied from images of the original text alongside the 
original marginalia, the original text with selected transcriptions, a supplemented non-
original edition of the text alongside the marginalia, or no documentation of the anchor 
text at all. Additional physical characteristics of the anchor text were represented, 
including images of the binding, the appearance of the original pages, including stains, 
smears, and tears (see Figure 3), and insertions. Insertions are external items, such as a 
photograph, a pressed flower, a receipt, a note, and so on, which are left between the 
pages of a book. The title, author, publication date, edition, and repository call number of 
the anchor text were almost always supplied if known. 
Figure 1: The Arte of Warre [...], Machiavelli, Niccolò [tr. Peter Whitehorn], Published 
in London in 1573, Owned by Gabriel Harvey; Lucas Wilderding, Princeton University 
Library, U101 .M16 1573, scan 21, from Annotated Books Online, 
https://abo2.annotatedbooksonline.com/#binding-23-1 
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Figure 2. Melville's Marginalia: Hawthorne. Studies in the American 













Comparative Analysis: Quantitative Analysis of Marginalia Art and Poetry 
 I then applied the codebook generated in the first qualitative content analysis to a 
quantitative analysis of a sample of ten works of marginalia art and poetry. I counted the 
Figure 3. 2.361, The Poetical Works of John Milton. A New Edition, with Notes, and a Life 
of the Author. Autographed, marked and annotated by Herman Melville. Princeton 
University Library, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Rare Books: South 
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Charts 1 and 2. 
presence of each theme established by the first step of analysis and compared 
the number they appeared to the number of times they appeared in the online library and 
archives marginalia collections. As predicted, the sample of marginalia art and poetry 
represented everyday marginalia (see Figure 4) far more frequently than the library and 
archives collections, while elite individual and historical marginalia (see Figures 1, 2, & 
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As part of the emphasis on everyday marginalia, including markings in used 
books and library books in circulation, marginalia art and poetry also documented more 
anonymous marginalia than the library and archives collections. The works of art and 
poetry more often documented only an image or a transcription of the annotations, rather 
than both (see Chart 3).  
Figure 4. The education of Henry Adams; an 
autobiography. Adams, Henry, 1838-1918. 
Brandeis University. E175.5 .A17. Book 




Figure 5. The complete works of Shakespeare. 
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Brandeis 
University. PR2753 .P45 1800z v.1. Book 
Traces: Partner Library Survey. 
https://booktraces-
public.lib.virginia.edu/submissions/3105  




 Marginalia art and poetry emphasizes the marginalia itself over their anchor texts. 
The library and archive collections most commonly documented the anchor text 
alongside the marginalia, while the works of art and poetry commonly omitted the anchor 
text (see Chart 4). The art and poetry and the library and archive collections documented 
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Qualitative Analysis of Marginalia Art and Poetry 
 Finally, I qualitatively analyzed ten works of marginalia art and poetry, 
inductively identifying themes of marginalia documentation which appeared uniquely in 
the artistic and poetic works (see Appendix C), not in any of the library and archives 
online marginalia collections. Commonly, artists and poets selected words and sentences 
to represent on their own (see Figure 5) or rearranged selections of marginalia to create 







Figure 4. Molly Springfield, The Marginalia Archive, Installation 









Further marginalia created by the artist or poet themselves often appears next to 
documentations of marginalia within the works, i.e. marginalia of the marginalia (see 
Figures ). In these annotations, and in other contextualizing sources, the artist or poet 
reflected on the act of annotating and reading itself, including personal memories or 
interpretation of the intent of the original marginalist.  
Figure 5. Andrea Eis, To be mindful [Anthologia Lyrica; Hillier-Crusias ed. 
1910], selected images from the Marginalia series,  
https://www.andreaeisart.com/marginalia-series  
 


















Rather than documenting the marginalia of one individual, artistic and poetic 
documentations often compiles the marginalia of multiple people into one work (see 
Figure 8). The focus therefore tends to be on the annotations themselves, not the creator 
Figure 7.“begs to be annotated…and 
defies such piddling,” Amelia Bird, 
Walden Marginalia, Or, the Contents 
of a Dozen Shanties, 2012. 
 
Figure 6. “Writing in a library book, then, surpasses self-
consciousness and enters the realm of performance,” Amelia Bird, 
Walden Marginalia, Or, the Contents of a Dozen Shanties, 2012. 
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of them. Multiple artistic exhibits afforded the opportunity for viewers to create 











Figure 8. A Room of One’s Own / A Thousand Libraries (Ett eget rum / Tusen 
bibliotek), Book piece in an edition of 1000 copies. Kajsa Dahlberg, 2006, 
http://kajsadahlberg.com/work/a-room-of-ones-own--a-thousand-libraries/  
Figure 9. Liam Agrani, Transcription of Marginalia Found in a Copy of The Selected 
Poems of John Gay Published by Carcanet in 1979,  BlazeVOX [books], p. 50, 2010, 
http://www.blazevox.org/index.php/Shop/Poetry/volume-one-selected-anonymous-
marginalia-by-liam-agrani-3/  
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Discussion 
The contrasts and comparisons across library and archive online marginalia 
collections and marginalia art and poetry indicate which each form of documentation 
values about marginalia. Where library and archive collections undervalue certain aspects 
of marginalia, marginalia art and poetry fills in those omissions, and vice versa. The 
format and function of library and archives’ documentation of information prizes 
information including provenance, creator identity, and historical context while 
information including affective qualities and the identity of the compiler of the 
documents do not have a place within the documentation. When encountering marginalia 
as a medium, artists and poets prize affective qualities, personal experiences and 
memories with the annotations, and the overall meaning and purpose of creating and 
reading marginalia.  
The online library and archive marginalia collections document the anchor texts 
of marginalia at a much higher rate than works of art and poetry. The common 
documentation method is to document the entire text which marginalia appear in, rather 
than documenting only annotated pages or selections of marginalia. This emphasis on the 
anchor texts indicates the value which libraries and archives place on the literary context 
of marginalia and the identity of the marginalist, i.e. the scholarly and literary value of 
marginalia. The marginalist’s relationship with and understanding of the text contains the 
most informational value, as well as the perspective of the marginalist themselves. The 
library and archives collections also more frequently formatted collections to document 
the annotations of one notable person, rather than the anonymous marginalia of multiple 
people, again signaling value placed on the perspective of the marginalist. The 
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anonymous marginalia which did appear in the library and archives collections 
had historical value and appeared in rare books known to have been owned by elite 
individuals. Only one collection documented “everyday,” anonymous marginalia in 
circulating university library books. The online library and archive marginalia collections 
most commonly represented both an image of the original marginalia as they appear on 
the anchor text and a transcription, with translations if applicable, of the marginalia. This 
communicates value placed on both the physical appearance and placement of the 
annotations and the content of the annotation itself.  
The works of marginalia art and poetry documented “everyday,” anonymous 
marginalia more frequently than those of elite, historical individuals. Since the identity 
and context of the marginalist is not known in these examples, the works communicate 
the value of the marginalia themselves and the experience of reading the marginalia over 
the perspective of the marginalist. Commonly, the artist or poet represents the marginalia 
independently of its anchor text, either by only partially documenting the anchor text or 
by completely omitting it. This deemphasis on the anchor text contrasts with the library 
and archives collections’ emphasis of them, again indicating the informational value of 
the marginalia themselves over the marginalist’s relationship with the text. Marginalia art 
and poetry also tends to represent selections of marginalia meaningful to the artist or 
poet, arranging words or sentences to generate new artistic meaning, communicating the 
experience and emotions of the compiler of the marginalia documentation. One format of 
communicating the artist’s experience with the marginalia for the artist to effectively 
annotate the annotations. Additionally, multiple exhibits include affordances for the 
creation of marginalia by readers of the artwork, explicitly inviting viewers to write their 
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own thoughts about the marginalia. Whereas libraries and archives explicitly 
discourage the creation of new marginalia and esteem only the value of annotations 
already long in existence, marginalia art and poetry communicates the value of the 
practice of creating marginalia itself for all readers. The emphasis on everyday 
marginalia rather than elite, individual marginalia communicates the informational value 
of marginalia associated with book history and reading culture.  
Neither marginalia art and poetry or library and archive marginalia collections 
form a complete documentation of the meaning of and informational value of marginalia. 
By examining both formats as legitimate sources of information about marginalia, a 
reader or researcher gains a richer understanding of marginalia. One form of marginalia 





 Libraries and archives occupy a tenuous role when it comes to documenting 
information about marginalia. As institutions which devote a lot of energy to 
discouraging and preventing readers from marking up their texts, they can safely 
communicate the value of historical marginalia written long ago, but are hesitant to 
communicate the value of everyday marginalia. Marginalia art and poetry embraces the 
subversive nature of creating and reading marginalia, documenting the everyday 
marginalia found in used books and library books and the affective context of 
annotations. Therefore, libraries and archives tend to more fully document information 
about the creators and content of marginalia while marginalia art and poetry tends to 
more fully document information about the readers of and practice of creating marginalia. 
 After completing this content analysis, I am reflecting on my choice to analyze 
the library and archives online marginalia collections before the art and poetry, and using 
the codebook generated from the former to analyze the latter. I feel that this set up the 
library and archives format as the default, or model, form of marginalia documentation to 
which marginalia art and poetry must be held to the standard of. If I had analyzed the 
marginalia art and poetry first to generate a codebook to then apply to the library and 
archives marginalia collections, the implication of the arrangement of my findings would 
have been much different. A possible area for further study could be to apply a codebook 
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generated from art and poetry to library and archival collections as a way to 
disrupt the default to libraries and archives as the standard of information organization, 
for information other than marginalia also.  
 The library and archives marginalia collections fulfilled my expectation that they 
would represent information about marginalia through the lens of historical and literary 
scholarship. In my opinion, artists and poets tend to represent the perspective of a book 
history and reading culture lens. While library and archives collections provide 
invaluable insight into the thoughts and practices of historic readers and great literary 
minds, marginalia art and poetry invests value in contemporary marginalia and provides 
insight into readers’ own reading and annotating habits. As Billy Collins (1996) writes:  
We have all seized the white perimeter as our own 
and reached for a pen if only to show 
we did not just laze in an armchair turning pages; 
we pressed a thought into the wayside, 
planted an impression along the verge. (p. 250) 
 Peering beyond the information world of libraries and archives combats the risk 
of falling into patterns of thought dictated by institutional values and context. Artists and 
poets inform us of the value of everyday marginalia while libraries and archives, 
preoccupied with the aversion to the idea of writing on library property, do not. If you are 
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Appendix C: Codebook 
Codebook for Online Marginalia Collections 
Image of original marginalia.  
Image of original text.  
Transcription of marginalia.  
No transcription of marginalia, image of original marginalia only.  
No image of original marginalia or original text, transcription of marginalia only.  
Marginalia only, text missing or cut off.  
Transcription of marginalia with substitute text, not original text.  
Author of marginalia.  
Anonymous marginalia/unknown hand. 
Underlining/circling/arrows/brackets/line.  
Appearance/texture of original pages. 
Image of binding of text.  
Location of text.  
Provenance of text. 
Stains/smears/tears. 
Drawings/doodles. 
Page number of marginalia.  
Translation of marginalia.  
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Title of text.  
Author of text.  
Publication date of text. 
Publisher of text. 
Ink/pencil color.  
Insertions.  
Transcription of anchor text.  
Creation date of marginalia.  




Codebook for Marginalia Art and Poetry 
Rearrangement of marginalia to create artistic meaning.  
Reflection of the act of annotating/reading. 
Compiler’s own marginalia. 
Personal memories of the compiler. 
Multiple marginalists of same text. 
Interpretation of intent of the marginalist.  
Organization of marginalia by intent/theme.  
Selected words/sentences. 
Overlaid images/text. 
Affordance for new marginalia created by reader/viewer of work. 
